For Date: 10/05/2017 - Thursday

1. 3240 0053 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  
   Location/Address: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NB440 RAMP  
   Vehicle: GRY 2016 JEEP UT RENEGADE  
   Reg: PC MA 3RW566  
   VIN: 2ACCJBC7GP9019  
   Action: Citation/Warning Issued  
   Written warning speed

17-23241 0101 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  
   Location/Address: [WIL 64] SHEA CONCRETE - SALEM ST  
   Narrative: Check of property  
   log info. only  
   Written warning speed

32 checks okay

17-23242 0120 PARKING COMPLAINT  
   Location/Address: [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST  
   Vehicle: Grn 1986 CHEV UT D10  
   Reg: AQ MA ANC1456  
   VIN: 1G6ED18J5GF190215  
   Narrative: Vehicle parked in the Lucci's lot with two separate plates on it  
   Investigated  
   Written warning speed  
   33 reporting there is a third plate inside the vehicle and will call owner in the morning

17-23243 0123 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  
   Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST  
   Vehicle: BLU 1999 CHEV UT TAHOE  
   Reg: PC MA 3RT651  
   VIN: 1GNEK13R9WJ361074  
   Narrative: Vehicle in the lot.  
   under control  
   Checks ok. Employee for Hall Pump. Clear.

17-23244 0137 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  
   Vicinity of:  
   Male party staggering in the road.  
   Investigated

17-23246 0223 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  
   Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE  
   Vehicle: GRY 2005 FORD UT EXPLOR  
   Reg: PC MA 2065RJ  
   VIN: 1FMZU73E45UA96433  
   Written warning inspection sticker

17-23247 0238 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  
   Location/Address: [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST  
   Vehicle: RED 2005 CHEV SILVER  
   Reg: PC MA 1555MV  
   VIN: 1GCHK29U35E101476  
   finish  
   33 had conversation with Dunkin Donuts employee about his driving within the parking lot.
17-23248 0259  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 64] SHEA CONCRETE - SALEM ST  
Vehicle:  GRY 2008 NISS PATHFI  Reg:  PC MA 6VWM10  VIN:  5N1AR18BX8C665757
Narrative: 
34- Male party sleeping in his vehicle
Narrative: 
34- Checks okay at this time but will keep an eye on the vehicle.

17-23249 0338  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm Town Owned B
Location/Address:  [WIL 1031] WATER DEPARTMENT - ANDOVER ST  
Narrative: 
Commercial alarm for the unauthorized opening of Brown's Crossing. Stated Mike Naimo was at the pump station prior to this alarm, and that it is possibly him
Narrative: 
373 spoke to Mr. Naimo on the phone, he advised he is at Brown's Crossing picking up a generator.

17-23253 0511  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address:  [WIL 513] AVALON OAKS WEST - EVERGREEN DR  
Narrative: 
Radio box activation

17-23254 0625  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1123] MAIN ST  
Narrative: 
31 checking on water department doing work on Main Street
Narrative: 
31- checks okay, they will be done shortly

17-23255 0628  LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD  Investigated
Location/Address:  MARCUS RD  
Vehicle:  BRO 2009 CADI UT ESCALA  Reg:  PC MA 618NMS  VIN:  1GYSK23239R260599
Vehicle:  BLU 2015 KIA SE OPTIMA  Reg:  PC MA 39TY93  VIN:  5XXGN4A744F466024
Narrative: 
Caller reporting she left her car unlocked last evening and had cash stolen
Narrative: 
32- Vehicle at 29 Marcus Rd appears to be entered as well. Unable to wake the homeowners at this time
Narrative: 
32- Checked surrounding houses, no other vehicles appear to be entered at this time.
Narrative: 
Resident from 2 Marcus reports unlocked vehicle entered change taken
Refer To Incident:  17-1135-0F

17-23257 0701  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  CUNNINGHAM ST  
Narrative: 
Traffic Enforcement
Narrative: 
34- max speed observed 34mph, clear.
17-23258 0711 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BOUTWELL ST + CARTER LN
Narrative: enforcement

17-23259 0715 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BOUTWELL ST + CARTER LN
Vehicle: GRY 2007 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA TC83AL VIN: 1HGFA16857L026954
Narrative: Verbal warning for speed.

17-23261 0745 Police Log Entry log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Party ref call# 17-23219 has come to the station to pick up his car keys at this time

17-23264 0820 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD finish
Location/Address: MARCUS RD
Vehicle: GRY 2008 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 12TY93 VIN: 1HGCP26868A003803
Vehicle: GRY 2004 TOY SE AVALON Reg: PC MA 4HPV20 VIN: 4T1BF28B94U361682
Narrative: Caller reporting her vehicle was entered last night and change and small bills were taken from the console.
Narrative: See report.
Narrative: Resident at 9 Marcus reporting $95 taken from unlocked vehicle
Refer To Incident: 17-1136-OF

17-23265 0829 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: Deceased skunk, per ACO Mass Highway notified and will handle

17-23268 0839 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Written warning red light violation

17-23270 0854 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 1995 TOY TK TK Reg: PC ME 8532VJ VIN: 4TARN81A052320427
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Vehicle: BLU 2006 TOY CANSOL Reg: PC MA BEEB VIN: 4T1CA38PX6U095774
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Narrative: MVC no injuries reported
Narrative: 33- start hooks for both vehicles
Narrative: Citation to the operator of the Toyota Solara for marked lanes violation and improper left turn.

Narrative:
Wilmington Police Department
Dispatch Log  From: 10/04/2017  Thru: 10/05/2017   2359 - 2359  Printed: 10/06/2017

See crash report.

17-23271 0924 LOST PROPERTY  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Caller reports she left her glasses on bench on Lowell platform
Narrative:
31 checked area unable to locate

17-23273 0957 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  WOBURN ST
Narrative:
39- out picking up traffic tubes

17-23274 1008 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  WOBURN ST
Narrative:
39- out picking up the traffic tubes

17-23276 1028 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  log info. only
Location/Address:  [WIL 1226] SG TORRICE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
911 abandoned call, on call back spoke with Judy who states no emergency, checks ok by pphone.

17-23278 1037 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  ANDOVER ST
Narrative:
39- out picking up traffic tubes

17-23279 1037 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  finish
Location/Address:  CHESTNUT ST
Narrative:
Building Dept requesting officer to respond, attempting to stop resident from doing unpermitted work
Narrative:
33- dump truck from Glambeardino Trucking on site, did not dump anything on the property. Conservation Dept notified.

17-23280 1039 Police Departmental Service  log info. only
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
mail run

17-23281 1047 CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2311] - DEMINGWAY EXT
Narrative:
Resident reports confrontation with neighbor, states neighbor knocked phone out of caller's hand
Narrative:
See report.
Refer To Incident:  17-1137-0F

17-23282 1049 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of:  [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Vehicle:  BLU 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg:  PC MA CL4655  VIN:  4T4BF1FK8ER444086
Towed:  For: Accident By: Forest Towing
Vehicle: WHI 2007 FORD E450 Reg: CO MA 53823 VIN: 1FDXE45867DB21082
Narrative: Caller reporting a 2 car mvc, no injuries

Narrative: 32- start a hook
Narrative: 32- Forrest has the vehicle, clear.
Narrative: See crash report.

17-23283 1051 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BRO 2015 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 1FH362 VIN: 2HKRM4H76FH640570
Narrative: Citation for right on red where prohibited and verbal warning for no registration in possession.

17-23289 1214 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 962] MEINEKE MUFFLER - MAIN ST
Vehicle: 2007 OT TK STERLING TT Reg: AP MI RA29771 VIN: 2FZHCMCV97AZ31543
Narrative: 31- car carrier TT unit parked on Main St, will be attempting to locate the operator
Narrative: Citation for idling unattended.

17-23290 1216 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: BRO 2015 KIA LL SPORTAGE Reg: PC NH 4033323 VIN: KNKDDB3AC0F7764142
Vehicle: BLK 2017 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 4FA512 VIN: 1N4AL5AP8HC217627
Narrative: MVC no reported injuries
Narrative: See crash report.

17-23291 1227 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2016 HYUN TUCSON Reg: PC MA 4FWP60 VIN: KM8J3CA48GU247814
Vehicle: WHI 1988 CHEV MONCAR Reg: PC MA CSMITH VIN: 1G1GB1199JF112223
Narrative: 2 car mvc, no injuries
Narrative: 31- paperwork exchange only, clear.

17-23293 1251 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1463] BIMBO BAKERIES - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: ACO- assisting with a bird stuck in the netting
Narrative: ACO- recovered the bird, bringing it to Best Pets

17-23295 1303 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 7FX30 VIN: 3FA6P0VFXHR211011
Narrative: Citation speed
17-23296  1310  SERVE SUMMONS  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1415] - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
32- attempting to serve a summons

17-23297  1354  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:

17-23300  1405  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of:  I93SB HWY
Vehicle:  BLU 2010 SUBA OUTBACK  Reg:  PC MA 488FV7  VIN:  4S4BRB3C4A3345577
Narrative:
Report of a rollover accident between exit 38 and 37C SB
Narrative:
39- crash is in Woburn just prior to exit 37C
Narrative:
39- State PD to handle, FD transported 1 to Lahey, all units clear.

17-23303  1427  Police Departmental Service  log info. only
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
mail run

17-23304  1518  PARKING COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 137] WINCHESTER FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER - SALEM ST
Vehicle:  TOY 4D CAMRY  VIN:  4T4BL46K39B120604
Vehicle:  BRO KIA  VIN:  KNDJE723797584892
Narrative:
Caller reporting a male party dropped off 3 cars with no plates into the parking lot and has left them there for the last 2 hours.
Narrative:
32: Spoke to the reporting party. He did give permission for the vehicles to be stored there for an hour, but that hour has passed and he is worried. He was advised on the course of action he can take.

17-23305  1541  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address:  LAKE ST
Narrative:
Inspection.

17-23306  1606  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 2418] GRIL, ANTONIO - CUSHING DR
Narrative:
side door alarm
Narrative:
31 - accidental by homeowner

17-3307  1632  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  LAKE ST
Narrative: 31 - traffic enforcement

17-23308 1634 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD finish
Location/Address: MARCUS RD
Vehicle: WHI 2012 TOYT PRIUS Reg: PC MA 672PV8 VIN: JTDZN3E0U5C3160884
Narrative: Caller reporting his car was entered sometime overnight. $10-$12 dollars in quarters taken out of the glove box.

Narrative: 32: Taken sometime between 1030pm and 430am. About 10-12 dollars taken from the center console. The car was taken to work this morning therefor nothing to process.

Narrative: *** SEE REPORT ***

Refer To Incident: 17-1139-0F

17-23310 1651 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2015 CHEV UT EQUINO Reg: PC MA 4TB223 VIN: 2GMFLHEK0F6160378
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-23312 1706 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDFOOD ST
Narrative: Check of the cemetery.

17-23313 1706 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Vehicle: BRO 2015 NISS MURANO Reg: PC MA 6MJM70 VIN: 5N1AZ2NH7F286507
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-23314 1724 LOST PROPERTY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Caller reporting she left a brown louis vuitton wristlet in a cart at Target.

17-23315 1731 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WILDFOOD ST + SENPEK RD
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.

17-23316 1738 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WOBNUR ST + QUAIL RUN
Narrative: Gates for RR tracks stuck down.

Narrative: DISP: Amtrak notified.

Narrative: 33: Clear, gates are now up.

17-23317 1820 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD finish
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative: Employee reporting receiving a counterfeit bill.
17-318  1857  MISSING PERSON
Location/Address:

Narrative:
Caller reporting her son is missing. He unknowingly left the house this morning after she left for work. Last time anyone heard from him he said he was at the spaghetti ville bridge in Lowell around 1:30. Described as wearing jeans or black sweat pants, a green and black plaid flannel shirt, a patriots hat and black eye glasses. He does have a cell phone but the battery is dead.

Narrative:
DISP: Lowell PD was notified.

Narrative:
DISP: Mother called back and stated she located him at the train station.

17-23321  2003  LOST PROPERTY
Location/Address: [WOB] INWOOD DR
Narrative:
Caller reporting she left her home adress in woburn with her wallet on her roof. Possibly could have fallen off in Wilmington. Described as a Hello Kitty wallet.

17-23322  2043  ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Location/Address: ARLENE AVE + ELLA AVE
Narrative:
Caller reporting either a hawk or seagul standing in the shadows on the corner. Believes it was not normal behavior.

17-23323  2046  Motor Vehicle Offenses
Location/Address: [WIL 959] SHELL GAS STATION - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2001 DODG UT DURANG Reg: PC MA 5403HF VIN: 1B4HS26NX1F524924
Towed: For: Arrest/Custody By: A&S Towing
Narrative:
Report of silver Durango driving on a flat tire with no tail lights, driving in wrong lane, almost hitting oncoming traffic. Last seen Burlington ave headed toward Main st.

Narrative:
35: Off with vehcile at the Shell gas station 586 Main st.

Narrative:
A&S notified.

Narrative:
33: Returning with one female under arrest s/m: 15319.0

Narrative:
**ARREST**
Michelle Callahan
03/24/1968
WMS (x2)

Narrative:
e/m: 15319.8

Narrative:
Prisoner bailed at this time.
17-23325  2141  Motor Vehicle Repossession  log info. only
Location/Address:  HOBSON AVE
Vehicle:  GRY 2015 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 2HH283  VIN: 19XFE2F51FE245229
Narrative:  Vehicle repossessed from this address, resident was made aware by tow employee.

17-23326  2142  VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE  Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 1884] REID, JEAN - CHESTNUT ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2001 DOOG UT DURANG  Reg: PC MA 5403HF  VIN: 1B4HS2X1F524924
Narrative:  Caller reporting her mailbox was struck by a vehicle. Also appears that the telephone pole nearby may have been struck as well.

Narrative:  31: Pole number 82 does have some damage but appears to be intact.
Narrative:  DISP: Verizon notified.
Narrative:  31: parts of vehicle located nearby, returning to station with them.
Narrative:  ref: 17-362-AR

Refer To Arrest:  17-363-AR

17-23327  2209  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address:  SHADY LANE DR
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 VOLS SE PASSAT  Reg: PC MA 3DZ574  VIN: 1VWET7A32EC059248
Narrative:  32 - verbal, advised operator of registration status

17-23328  2214  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 80] SHAWSEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSEEN AVE
Narrative:  32 - check of school and parks
Narrative:  32 - clear, no one in lot

17-23329  2253  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 1126] TJ MAXX - MAIN ST
Narrative:  Alarm called in as multiple zones, possibly cleaners inside, proper passcode not given.
Narrative:  32-Cleaners on scene, checks ok.